Using the Finsler structure living in the phase space associated to the tangent bundle of the configuration manifold, a deterministic model at the Planck scale is obtained. The Hamiltonian function is constructed directly from the geometric data and some assumptions concerning time inversion symmetry. The existence of a maximal acceleration and speed is proved for finslerian 't Hooft's models. We investigate the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the orthogonal symmetry SO(6N ) of the Hamiltonian. This symmetry break implies the non-validity of the argument used to obtain Bell's inequalities for spin states. In addition, as a consequence of the Goldstone theorem, the action of free bosonic string theory in D = 26 Euclidean space is obtained as an effective theory.
Introduction
The possibility to use deterministic models at the Planck scale has been studied in [1] . Following these ideas, Hilbert space techniques are useful tools to deal with probabilistic predictions at atomic, nuclear or Standard Model scale. Quantum mechanics is considered as a powerful formalism to deal with the chaotic behavior of these systems. However, the behavior of physical systems at the Planck scale can be very different than at usual scales. Therefore it can be useful to use deterministic models to describe the physical systems at this fundamental scale.
Particular motivations to investigate deterministic models at the Planck scale have been explained for instance in [1] . We recall briefly some of these reasons:
Firstly, there is the feeling that fundamental concepts like locality, space and time are becoming more and more obscure in contemporary Physics and that this tendency will gradually grow in modern theories.
Secondly, there are conceptual problems related with quantum cosmology. Let us suppose that the physical system being described is the entire universe through a master quantum wave function. The meaning of this wave function of the universe is problematic because we can not make any experiment to test the correctness of it: we live in one universe only and we do not have an ensemble of identical universes to check the probabilistic predictions of the theory. It seems not possible to contrast a quantum theory of the universe with the experiment.
Thirdly, black hole Physics is problematic from the point of view of quantum mechanics. The research in this area has produced, among other results, the discovery of a fundamental principle as the holographic principle [2] . The interpretation of this principle is not intuitive from a field theory point of view; let us consider the fundamental area A p = 4 ln2 L 2 p , where L p is the Planck length. This principle states the following:
The quantum degrees of freedom at the Planck scale of a physical system are distributed on such surface in a way that corresponds one boolean degree of freedom for fundamental area A p .
In a local quantum field theory the density of states is proportional to the volume of the system. Therefore, an interpretation of the holographic principle in the framework of a field theory becomes difficult.
Finally, at the Planck scale where gravity is strong, physicists have found strong difficulties in the attempts to unify quantum mechanics with a theory of gravity. May be it is because we must reconsider the status of quantum mechanics as a fundamental theory at the scale where gravity is strong enough as other interactions.
The approach advocated in reference [1] is to investigate deterministic systems at the Planck scale. Due to a dissipative dynamics, after a long term evolution, different states evolve to the same one, reducing the dimensionality of the Hilbert space. All the ontological states evolving to the same state define an equivalence class. They can be non-local and it is supposed they are the states described by ordinary quantum mechanics. In addition it was showed that the use of Hilbert space theory in the description of these deterministic models is useful to find the connection with ordinary quantum mechanics.
The Hilbert space approach to deterministic systems has some problems. The main one is that the Hamiltonian of a deterministic system is linear in the momentum variables and therefore is not bounded from below. This implies the instability of the system. In addition, only few examples are known with a mechanism generating a Hamiltonian bounded from below.
Moreover, any deterministic description of Quantum Mechanics seems to be plagued by Bell's inequalities. It was conjectured in [1] that at the Planck scale physical systems do not meet the required symmetries used in the proof of Bell's inequalities for spin states. The reason is that at this scale the system can be so complex that usual rotation symmetries does not hold.
On the other hand, it is known the geometric nature or interpretation of important physical models. For instance, the point particle action is the length of a curve, the string action is a generalized area and Yang-Mills actions are functional of connections on bundles. General Relativity also has an interpretation in terms of Semi-Riemannian geometry. The objective nature of the geometric entities (that is, covarianze respect a transformation group) implies the relevance of the geometric actions. We can said that the actions of the most important physical models are related with a Riemannian or Semi-Riemannian structures.
Finsler structures are getting more importance in differential geometry and physics because they are at least as natural as Riemannian structures. Finsler structures have less restrictions than Riemannian ones. For instance, the Finsler metric distance can be non-symmetric. Non-symmetric Finsler metrics are useful to describe the behavior of irreversible evolutions. For example, the action of a particle moving in a Finsler space is not invariant under the inversion of the parameter of the curve. This asymmetry in the metric implies the possibility to describe irreversible evolution from a geometric point of view. This is the main reason to use models in Physics based on Finsler geometry.
The aim of the present work is both. Firstly, we investigate some general consequences of the 't Hooft theory. Secondly, in order to give a geometric basis for the theory, we explain the relation of 't Hooft's models with the Finsler structure of the phase space of the tangent bundle of the configuration manifold M. Finslerian models are free of some problems of the initial 't Hooft's theory. In particular, they provide a mechanism to obtain a lower bound for a Hamiltonian coming from a deterministic system.
The structure of this work is as follows. In Section 2, the basic notions and results of the 't Hooft theory are presented. Also, the main problems of this approach are explained.
In Section 3, the use of Finsler geometry to find deterministic models is shown. In addition we develop some consequences of the finslerian approach as the existence of a higher limit for generalized physical acceleration and speed.
In Section 4, we explain the spontaneous symmetric breaking that can happens in a 't Hooft model. The possible absence of Bell's inequalities for spin at the Planck scale is argued. In the particular case of systems described by a finslerian model, we obtain the 26-D free bosonic string theory as an effective theory.
In Section 5, an attempt to discuss our results in the context of the geometry of spaces of smooth Finsler structures is made. Finally, we attach in Appendix A the basic definitions and results of Finsler geometry used in this work.
The 't Hooft Theory
Gerard't Hooft has investigated the idea of using deterministic models in order to describe physical systems at the Planck scale through a Hilbert space formulation [1] . The physical system is described by an eigenstate | x > of a set of commuting operators {X i (t)},
This states are called ontological. The parameter t is associated with a macroscopic phenomenon or device and used as the time parameter by an macroscopic observer. This time, because is arbitrary and not directly related with the system being described, must be a gauge parameter of the theory. At each instant t of the external time the physical system is in correspondence with particular vector defined by the set of eigenvalues {x i (t)}. This set of functions defines the real configuration of the system at any moment t. The Hilbert space is generated by the vectors representing the configurations of the physical system. A linear combination of elements of a basis of the Hilbert space produces a vector such that the square of the module of each component is the probability of the system to be in this state.
The Hamiltonian of a deterministic system with 6N degrees of freedom in the phase space is
After canonical quantization this Hamiltonian reproduces the evolution differential equations, which are the Heisenberg equations for the operators {X i },
When we take the average value of the equation (2.2) we obtain
This implies the classical ordinary differential equations
because the scalar product of the Hilbert space is positive defined. Any system which evolution is given by the equations (2.3) and has complete and defined initial conditions is called deterministic. Let us consider the quantization of the model. The quantization of the Hamiltonian (2.1) does not have a minimal eigenvalue because it is linear in momentum. However, the existence of a ground state is essential for the stability of the physical system. This is a fundamental difficulty in the Hilbert space formulation of deterministic systems.
However with dissipative dynamics a system with a rather turbulent or chaotic behavior at the beginning can reach stability in a finite time. This kind of dissipation implies the possibility to define the physical states as equivalence classes. An equivalence class is defined by the set of ontological states that, after a long term, evolve to the same final state.
't Hooft have proposed the following solution to the problem of the missing of the lower-bound of the Hamiltonian,
If dissipation of information is possible, the final Hamiltonian could be bounded from below.
It was suggested in reference [1] that the actual quantum mechanics describes not the basic degrees of freedom of our universe, but the dynamics of equivalence classes reached by these basic states after a long time evolution with dissipation of information. The ontological states follow a deterministic dynamics which is described by the set of first order, ordinary differential equations of the type (2.3). These states are locally well defined. By contrast the equivalence classes of states could not be locally well defined and their evolution is quantum mechanical.
This evolution onto equivalence classes can solve the problem of the ground state because the number of them is smaller than the number of ontological states. It could be that even with an infinite number of ontological states, we have a finite number of equivalence classes, a finite Hilbert space and as a consequence the Hamiltonian has a defined ground state ( [1] ). Several examples has been found by 't Hooft where there is a mechanism to obtain a Hamiltonian with lower bound: the free bosonic system, the free Maxwell field and the free neutrino system are deterministic systems. These examples at least prove the existence of deterministic models with Hamiltonian bounded from below.
In this work we denote by a 't Hooft model a deterministic system with a mechanism producing a lower bound for the final Hamiltonian.
Finslerian Deterministic Quantum models at the Planck scale
Let us denote by M the configuration manifold of all the degrees of freedom at the Planck scale. The relation between Finsler structures and deterministic systems is based on the following hypothesis:
1. The ontological states at the Planck scale are described by points of the phase space T * (TM) and the tangent bundle TM is equipped with a dual Randers metric F * .
2. The reduction of the ontological Hilbert space to the quantum mechanical Hilbert space is in correspondence with the reduction of the Randers structure (TM, F * ) to a Riemannian structure (TM, h). We postulate that this reduction corresponds to the average operation investigated in reference [4] .
For the definition of a Finsler structure we refer to the appendix A or to reference [3] . The term dual makes reference to the manifold T * (TM) where F * lives, instead of T(TM) as usually is considered.
In addition to the above statements we introduce other two physical hypothesis:
1. There is a microscopic time arrow associated with the Randers structure (TM, F * ).
2. There is a Hamiltonian function associated with the macroscopic time inversion and with the Randers structure (TM, F * ).
Consider a Randers function F * with the following form (see appendix A for the definition of Randers space),
Then, we perform the following identification between the Hamiltonian function and the non-symmetric part of the Randers function,
and if we identify component by component,
2)
The ordinary differential equations (2.3) are then
In order to quantify the theory we use the canonical quantization, through the prescription
This representation holds the canonical quantization relation:
We assume that for each degree of freedom with generalized velocity y = dx i dt there is an associated degree of freedom such that it is evolving backwards in time t and with velocity −y and the separation between them is zero. The reason why we choose the above Hamiltonian function (3.1) is the following: the first term corresponds to a particle moving forward in time while the second term corresponds to a particle moving backward in time, both at the same position; there is a democracy in the election of the macroscopic time arrow. In addition, the Hamiltonian 3.1 has a geometric interpretation.
We would like to justify more in detail the Hamiltonian function 3.1. Since we will use mainly phase space variables, we translate the above assumption from velocities to momentum variables. A dual Finsler structure with a Finsler function F * living in the cotangent bundle T * (TM) is defined using the following procedure: if (TM, F ) is a Finsler structure by
y p is the dual vector of the 1-form p defined by the second relation. g yp is the fundamental tensor of the structure (TM, F ) evaluated at the point y p (for the definition, see appendix A).
The classical Hamiltonian function (3.2) coincides with:
The transformation τ is the time inversion. The action of time inversion in the canonical variables is such that the canonical relation {x i , p j } = δ ij remains invariant. The quantization of the above model is equivalent to the quantum mechanical description of a deterministic system. The quantized Hamiltonian iŝ
T is the time inversion operator. This Hamiltonian iŝ
A simple calculation shows that for this HamiltonianTĤT −1 = −Ĥ the elementary evolution operator
is invariant under time inversionT , producing a geometric time arrow. The Hamiltonian (3.6) is not bounded from below. To solve this problem we propose the following mechanism: let us define the averaged classical Hamiltonian by
|ψ(x, p)| 2 is a weight function on the indicatrix I * x and it is determined by the geometry. The justification of this construction is the following. In reference [4] it was proved the existence of a map from the Finsler category to the Riemannian category relating the most important geometric notions. This map was interpreted as an "average" of the finslerian objects. Here we postulate that this average also happens with any function or operator and in particular with the Hamiltonian operator after quantization of the classical Hamiltonian. This average is interpreted as a long term evolution of the initial Hamiltonian. Another more physical reason to integrate only over I *
x is the holographic principle: all the quantum information is contained in a surface, in this case the indicatrix I *
x . However this holographic principle is formulated in the phase space instead of the normal formulation in the configuration space.
The We also assume that the averaged quantum Hamiltonian operator <Ĥ > (X,P ) is linear. {| p >} is the set of vectors such that the Finsler norm is 1:P i | p >= p i | p > with F * (x, p) = 1. The function G(x) is the translation produced by the operators X i on the momentum state | p >, computable from the canonical conditions and the form of the operators β i (X). The first consequence from the above Hamiltonian comes from the Randers space properties. All the terms are bounded and positive defined because the functions {β i } are bounded and also because we are integrating only over the indicatrix I *
x . Therefore we obtain the following result, Theorem 3.1 Let (TM, F * ) be a Randers space. Then there is a deterministic system with the averaged Hamiltonian defined by the relation (3.7) . Then the averaged Hamiltonian is bounded.
The converse of this result also holds, proving the generality of the connection between deterministic systems and Randers geometry, Theorem 3.2 LetĤ be a quantum Hamiltonian operator describing a deterministic system. Suppose that the averaged Hamiltonian is bounded. Then there is a Randers structure that reproduces the above Hamiltonian and the Randers function is
Proof: By construction, we read the Riemannian metric and the 1-form that characterizes the Randers structure from the Hamiltonian; the Hamiltonian of a deterministic system is of the form H = f i (x)p i . We associated the following structure:
where the functions f i (x) characterize the deterministic system. That the final Hamiltonian is bounded implies the functions β i (x) are also bounded, that is a fundamental requirement to obtain a Randers function.2 It is important to note that the Randers structure of the thesis of Theorem 3.2 and the Randers structure of the hypothesis of theorem Theorem 3.1 are not the same. The reason is because they describe different deterministic systems.
In addition, we must note that the Riemannian structure a ij = δ ij is arbitrary: our choice was the simplest one, but it can be constrained because the topology of the manifold TM, although locally they are like in theorem 3.6.
Another consequence of the geometric origin of the Hamiltonian is that because the requirements of being F * a Randers function, the functions {β i } are bounded. This implies that the generalized velocities and accelerations of the particles are bounded, Corollary 3.3 Consider a deterministic system associated with a Randers space. Then the generalized speed and acceleration of any physical sub-system are bounded.
By consistency with special relativity, the maximal physical speed must be the speed of light c. As a consequence of the existence of a maximal physical acceleration, there is a limit for the strength of the gravitational field, if the strong equivalence principle holds. Therefore we are dealing with a theory that contains a finite gravitational interaction.
A simple mechanical model can give an estimation of the value of the maximal acceleration. Suppose that the universe has a limited energy content, there is a minimal distance L p , the maximal speed is c and the ontological degrees of freedom of the model describe the molecules of a gas. We can write the elementary work that the rest of the universe can make on a defined subsystem. Since this maximal work is equivalent to the energy of the particles involved, we obtain the relation
The maximal exchange of energy is bounded by ∼ M U c 2 , where M U is the equivalent mass of the total energy of the universe excluding the sub-system considered.
The mass m appearing in the left side is just the mass of the particle, and if this mass is the Planck mass M p , then
This acceleration is very huge,
If the change is only produced by the neighborhood of the elementary particle, then instead of M U there is a mass comparable to m. Then the maximal acceleration is a p ∼ 10 52 m/s 2 .
Note that this acceleration is independent of the mass of the particles. This implies that the equivalence principle for the maximal acceleration holds. In addition, this example shows the equivalence between the maximal acceleration and a minimal length L p , when there is a maximal speed c.
The symmetry breaking: string theory and Bell's inequalities
Let us consider the Hamiltonian describing a deterministic system with 6N degrees of freedom associated to N pair of particles living in a space of dimension 3. The symmetry group of the Hamiltonian is contained in the group O(6N ) because it is the Euclidean product of two vectors of a 6N -dimensional space.
Let us consider the particular configuration describing a system of two correlated pairs of associated particles and their environment (by associated particles we mean a pair of identical particles such that they are at the same position but one is moving forward and the other backward on the external time t). The symmetry group for this special configuration contains the group O(6) × O(6) × G, where the first two terms O(6) describe the symmetry related with the two pair of particles and G determines the symmetry of any other sub-system. This configuration implies an spontaneous symmetry break of the group O(6N ),
This symmetry break produces Goldstone's bosons that we consider part of the environment.
Consider the sub-system composed by two correlated pairs. The symmetry of this Hamiltonian is O(6) × O(6). The existence of a external time t implies the existence of the time inversion transformationT defined by the action on the generalized canonical coordinates (let us recall that the velocity y is also considered as a coordinate in the Hilbert space approach to deterministic systems),
Invariance of the canonical quantization implies the transformation (P x ,P y ) −→ (−P x ,P y ), because the time inversion is an anti-unitary transformation on the Hilbert space [5] . A similar transformation for the classical momentum holds.
The consistency of this splitting of the cotangent space is based on the existence of an additional geometric structure associated with the time inversionT . This additional structure breaks again the symmetry of the Hamiltonian,
Because the physical system is deterministic and has a well defined momentum and generalized position values, it is in a particular defined state. The evolution of these states are in one to one correspondence with the 1-form (β 1 , ..., β 6 ). But when the system follows the evolution guided by a particular value of (β 1 , .., β 6 ) the symmetry is again broken,
Therefore it is not possible that the system could hold a non-trivial irreducible representation of the rotation group SO(3) consistent with a deterministic evolution: the symmetry group for a defined system of two correlated pair of particles at the Planck scale is O 2 (2) × O 2 (2). This group is not big enough to contain the rotation group. We have obtained the following result, A consequence of this fact is that the ordinary proof of Bell's inequalities for spin does not hold at the Planck scale for this system. The reason is that the proof uses the rotation symmetry and it does not hold for deterministic systems at this scale. Even the notion of spin is not truly defined in this context. At ordinary energies the breaking
is not given. Only at high energies as the Planck scale we can expect this break because it means that the system can not decouple from the ambient in a way that rotation transformations of the system does not have sense. However at ordinary scales this decoupling have indeed sense and the above symmetry break does not hold.
This possible symmetry break was anticipated by 't Hooft and is independent of the nature of the model, finslerian or not.
Although the result obtained is particular for the above system of two correlated pair of particles, it is important enough because these pairs of particles are the most fundamental buildings in our model.
We would like to investigate the effective, averaged finslerian models. As a consequence of the Goldstone theorem and that 26 = dim(O(6) × O(6)) − dim(O 2 (2) × O 2 (2)), there appear 26 bosonic fields O µ , all of them with dimension of length because they are replacing the 26 β i coefficients with conformal dimension equal to 1. The action for the bosonic fields O µ is
M 12 is the phase space manifold describing the state of two correlated particles. There are also two kinds of constrains: momentum conservation and correlation in the configuration space. We describe the constrains by the equations C i x (x 1 , x 2 ) = 0, C i p (p 1 , p 2 ) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. p 1 and p 2 are the momentum of the particles going forward on time for each pair. Imposing the constrains in the action, the following expression is obtained
If the constraints C x and C p produce a foliation of the manifold M 12 , the integral can be reduced in dimensionality,
The fields Y µ are the constraint of the fields O µ by C x = 0 and C p = 0; the partial derivatives are performed along the internal directions of the slices and the rest of derivatives are zero. The residual symmetry O 2 (2) × O 2 (2) can be integrated because the integrand is invariant under the action of this group. Let us consider the particular case of a manifold M 6 diffeomorphic to k(O 2 (2) × O 2 (2)) × Σ, where the factor k is a rational number. Then the action is
The volume form on the 2-manifold Σ is induced from the volume form defined on the manifold M 6 and the coordinate change produces a Jacobian determinant equal to 1. The fields Z µ are the evaluation of the fields Y µ at the unity element of the group O 2 (2) × O 2 (2). If we average this action note first the application √ g −→ √ h, where h is the Riemannian metric obtained as an average from g ( [4] ). The volume form also changes dvol g −→ dvol h . The averaged action is
This action is just the bosonic closed free string action. The symmetry breaking process reproduces a theory that is free bosonic closed string theory in D = 26 Euclidean dimensions, and this theory contains the graviton. It should be a closed string because if it is open, the momentum constrains C i p could produce a string with non-zero boundary momentum flow. In order to keep this problem under control is enough to consider closed strings only. Then, the following result holds, Theorem 4.2 Let (M 12 , F ) be a 12-dimensional Finsler manifold where it is possible to define after quantization a global time inversion operationT . Suppose that the constraints C x and C p produce a foliation on the manifold M 12 → M 6 ∼ k(O 2 (2) × O 2 (2)) × Σ. Then the Goldstone action is the bosonic closed free string action in D=26.
String interactions should appear when one consider several pair of particles in a small region. This can produce contact interactions, described by a local field theory. An an average description of these systems could reproduce string interactions.
When the above hypothesis concerning the topology of the manifolds M 12 and M 6 do not meet, at least the calculations hold locally. Then we obtain an effective theory that is locally string theory. This theory can be bosonic string field theory.
As a conclusion, we have found that at high energies we have a chaotic and complex system, but instead of producing disorder, it is capable to form ordered structures like strings, following a consistent dynamics given by the action (4.1).
Discussion
The relation between the Finsler structure (TM, F * ) and the Riemannian structure (TM, h) are proved in reference [4] (indeed it was studied the case of a general manifold M). In addition, it was shown the existence of a map from the category of Finsler spaces to the category of Riemannian spaces mapping the Chern connection of F to the Levi-Civita connection of h and the hh-curvature to the curvature of this Levi-Civita connection. These transformations can be interpreted as "average" operations of the Finsler structures and operations. The physical interpretation of these averages is that the Finsler structure living in the phase space manifold T * (TM) evolves after a long term to the equilibrium described by the Riemannian structure (TM, h): this Riemannian structure describes the geometry of the phase space when the system of all ontological states reach the equilibrium. However, the Hamiltonian describing the evolution of the averaged system when the system has evolved after a long term is not the Hamiltonian coming from the "averaged" Finsler structure (TM, h). The reason is because these averaged physical systems are not systems of fundamental particles at the Planck scale, but non-fundamental strings. Since they do not feel times so small as the Planck time L p /c, the Hamiltonian guiding their dynamics is the averaged Hamiltonian, not the deterministic Hamiltonian based on the geometric structure, Finsler or Riemannian.
When the system arrives to the equilibrium the Finsler structure is just the Riemannian structure (TM, h). From the definition of the fundamental or ontological Hamiltonian (3.6), we obtain in the equilibrium the conditionĤ U = 0. The existence of macroscopic matter structures and gravity can be associated with the following decomposition:Ĥ U =<Ĥ U > +δĤ =Ĥ matter +Ĥ gravity = 0.
We associate <Ĥ U >=Ĥ matter , δĤ =Ĥ gravity . Therefore in this model the distinction between matter and gravity appears as the result of a long term evolution of the ontological states.
Connecting with 't Hooft theory, we describe in a geometric way the projection from an ontological state to an equivalence class as follows:
The projection after a long term evolution of a deterministic system to the equilibrium equivalence class is described by the transformation that average the Finsler structures living in the manifold T * (TM).
It is a remarkable consequence of the finslerian 't Hooft models the prediction of the value of a maximal acceleration and speed. This can be interpreted as the requirement of the existence of two Natural constants by geometric consistency. In addition, the absence of Bell's inequalities for spin is a remarkable prediction for the general 't Hooft models: these inequalities are the main obstructions for the construction of hidden variables theories. In this work we have showed that the absence of Bell's inequalities is possible at the Planck scale, where gravity is taken into account. Therefore, it is possible the construction of hidden variables theories at this energy without the introduction of non-local actions.
That all the 't Hooft models have a geometric interpretation in terms of Finsler geometry and the the geometric origin of a microscopic time arrow obtained from the geometric data, are the mayor goals of these models.
3. Strong convexity holds: the fundamental tensor g ij (x, y) g ij (x, y) = 1 2 [F 2 (x, y)] y i y j = 1 2
is positive definite in N.
Example A.2 A Randers space is characterized by a Finsler function of the form:
F (x, y) = α(x, y) + β(x, y),
where α(x, y) = a ij (x)y i y j is a Riemannian metric and β(x, y) = β i (x)y i . The requirement of being g ij positive definite implies the 1-form (β 1 , ..., β n ) is bounded, using the above Riemannian metric α.
Definition A.3 Let (M, F ) be a Finsler structure and (x, y) a local coordinate system on TM. The Cartan tensor components are defined by the set of coefficients ( [3] ):
These coefficients are homogeneous functions of degree zero in y. In the Riemannian case they are zero, and this fact characterizes Riemannian geometry from other types of Finsler geometries.
Since the components of the fundamental and Cartan's tensors have a dependence on the tangent vector y, it is natural to use other manifold than M to study Finsler geometry. One possible construction is the following: consider the π * (TM), the pull back bundle of TM by the projection π : N −→ M.
(A.4)
The vector bundle π * (TM) has as base manifold N, the fiber over the point u = (x, y) ∈ N is diffeomorphic to T x M for every point u ∈ N with π(u) = x and the structure group is diffeomorphic to GL(n, R). The vector bundle π * (TM) ⊂ TM × N and the projection on the first and second factors are given by The vector bundle π * (TM) is completely determined as a subset of TM × N by the following relation; for every u ∈ N and ξ ∈ π −1 1 (u), (ξ, u) ∈ π * (TM) iff π • π 2 (ξ, u) = π(u).
(A.7)
A similar construction π * (TM) can be performed over SM, the sphere bundle. The average operation is defined in the following way. Consider the operator O (not necessarily linear) acting on sections S ∈ ΓM. Then the average operator is < O > S := Ix π 2 O ϑ π * S.
(A.8)
The manifold I x is called indicatrix and is defined by
The action of the linear operator ϑ is to transport sections to a open domain where local derivatives can be performed. This functional is explained in [4] and is totally defined by the canonical structure of π * (TM). This average operation can be extended to many other geometric structures. In particular, the average of the product (in the composition sense) of two local operators (with a dependence on u ∈ I x ) is just the product of the averages < AB >=< A >< B > .
This relations has as a consequence that √ g dvol −→ √ h dvol when the average is performed.
